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Latest Featured




LIVE UPDATES: UNICEF urges ceasefire in Gaza to help stem humanitarian crisis

A ceasefire in Gaza would allow aid distribution, facilitate the return of hostages, and bring relief to those affected by the conflict, said a UNICEF spokesman James Elder.
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Germany, Gaza and the World Court: Broadening the scope of genocide

Can it get any busier? The International Court of Justice, aka the World Court,...
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Palestine This Week: Israel's AI war machine and the targeting of civilians

The use of the 'Lavender' system to identify alleged Hamas targets in Gaza has led to tens of thousands of Palestinian civilians being killed in air strikes. Is Israel's military technology fit for purpose? Or does accuracy not matter when its real intention is the ethnic cleansing of Gaza? Join Palestine this Week host Nasim Ahmed as he discusses this and over events unfolding in Palestine.
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Israel is starving Gaza’s children to death, HRW warns

Children in Gaza have been dying from starvation-related complications since the Israeli government began...
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	News

Israel threatens to retaliate after Turkiye restricts trade ties 

	

‘The world wants Gaza to burn, why else are they all just sitting and watching us die?’ 

	Videos & Photo Stories

Infographic video depicts Israel’s bombing and displacement of Gaza civilians 

	Videos & Photo Stories

Alarming rise in casualties at Al-Aqsa Martyrs Hospital following Israeli shelling 

	Videos & Photo Stories

Israeli state-owned television channel Kan 11 discusses possible Iranian missile threat towards Israel 

	News

Attacks on Erdogan’s stance on Palestine ‘unjust, unfounded’, his party says 
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Miss Universe denies Saudi's participation in 2024 contest 

	Article

FACTBOX - What we know so far about the seven aid workers killed in Gaza by Israel 

	Article

Israel’s war on aid workers in Gaza 

	News

Israel targeted foreign aid workers so Palestinians could starve quietly, UN rapporteur says 

	News

Palestinian doctor walks out of White House iftar, as community boycotts annual event 
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US does not believe Israel is committing genocide in Gaza: Defence chief
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‘No force in the world’ to stop Israel from invading Rafah, Netanyahu says
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Lebanon Christian Party official killed by alleged Syrian gang, fuelling sectarian tensions
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Israel High Court dismisses petition to conscript Arab Israelis into military service
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Killing of party official fuels sectarian, political tensions in Lebanon
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Israel is starving Gaza’s children to death, HRW warns
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Israel to buy 40,000 tents for Rafah evacuation
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Germany denies accusation of aiding a genocide in Gaza at ICJ
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Iran says Israeli presence in the UAE is a threat
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Hollywood actors, filmmakers raise funds to provide humanitarian aid to Gaza
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Syria and Mauritania to enhance bilateral relations
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Palestine hails Turkiye export restrictions on Israel amid Gaza onslaught
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Israel strike on Iranian Embassy: A grave threat to global diplomatic laws




	
Seymanur Yönt



	
In stark violation of international law, Israel has initiated an assault on the Iranian embassy in Syria. The ramifications of this act are profound, not only politically but also...
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Biden's bias toward Israel transcends his humanity
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The immorality of non-binding UN resolutions
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The Gulf states will not move against Yemen’s Houthis without decisive Western intervention
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Killing humanitarian workers as a strategy: Israel’s endgame in Gaza
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Israel’s strategic defeat and the resurgence of the Palestinian narrative
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Israel’s war on aid workers in Gaza 
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Iran has many options for retaliation against Israel, but all are risky 
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Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack 







	


	Nasim Ahmed






Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid 
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Why has Netanyahu started the next round by attacking the Iran Consulate? 
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Palestine This Week: Israel's AI war machine and the targeting of civilians
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‘The reason why we bend over backwards for Israel is because they control our system through bribery, espionage, and corruption.’
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Air drops & air strikes: Gaza's aid fallacy
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High rates of malnutrition impacting children and premature babies in Gaza
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‘We are the main characters in the greatest story ever told’
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Khan Yunis left in ruins after Israeli forces’ withdrawal
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Bill Maher claims Palestine belongs to Jews
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Israeli soldier boasts about destroyed school in Khan Yunis
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The immorality of non-binding UN resolutions
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The Gulf states will not move against Yemen’s Houthis without decisive Western intervention
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‘The world wants Gaza to burn, why else are they all just sitting and watching us die?’
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Killing humanitarian workers as a strategy: Israel’s endgame in Gaza
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What did Sisi say, and what did he mean?
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Brazil sees 'Palestine Square' reopened in southern city
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	Motasem A Dalloul





6 months on, where do Israel and the Palestinian resistance stand?
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Why didn’t the US use its veto against the UN Security Council ceasefire resolution?
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Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh
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Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid
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Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack
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‘These airdrops claim our lives’: Aid airdrops reveal international failure and complicity in dehumanising Palestinians
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Gaza's children are being starved to death: MEMO in Conversation with Alexandra Saieh

This Palestinian Children’s Day Israel is blocking the entry of lifesaving humanitarian aid into Gaza and starving minors to death. Charities are unable to access aid that is waiting on the other side of the border and parts of Gaza remain completely off limits to them because of the occupation forces’ siege. Thousands face death, scores may have already died of malnutrition but we just don’t know about them, Save the Children’s tells MEMO. 
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‘The world wants Gaza to burn, why else are they all just sitting and watching us die?’

Ahmed Suhail Al-Hattab had eagerly awaited for the month of Ramadan, anticipating the warmth of family and friends gathering for the cherished tradition of iftar – the break fast meal – at his home in Tel Al-Hawa, nestled in the southern reaches of Gaza City. For as long as he can remember, the spirited atmosphere of visiting night markets and illuminating lanterns with the neighbourhood children had filled the holy month with joy, etching memories that spanned over two decades. Yet, Ahmed’s hopes for a traditional celebration were dashed as bombs continued to fall on the besieged enclave and famine edges closer. The vibrant colours of festive lanterns have been replaced by the sombre hues of destruction, while the lively […]
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Refuge and Resistance: Palestinians and the International Refugee System

Reading Anne Irfan’s study on Palestinians and the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) at a time when Israel is committing genocide in Gaza illustrates how the allegedly apolitical premise of the UN cannot translate to neutrality, given that the agency is enmeshed with the UN, its donors and the Palestinian people themselves. While UNRWA’s mandate was primarily restricted to offering aid on a temporary basis, Israeli colonialism and the Israeli government’s refusal to allow Palestinians to return to their home transformed UNRWA. Mainly funded by powerful countries that hold a seat at the UN Security Council, Irfan’s book traces various strands of history and how these intertwine with internationalism, imperialism, Israeli colonisation and Palestinian refugees. Following […]
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Sfeeha (Meat pies)

I was always a little intimidated or hesitant to make dough and I know I am not ...
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